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STATEMENT 

It is the policy of Sysco Productions Ltd, to ensure as far as possible, the 

security of employment of its employees.  It is recognised, however, that 

there may be changes in competitive conditions, organisational 

requirements and technological developments which may affect the 

levels of staffing.  It is the agreed aim of the Company to maintain and 

enhance the efficiency and profitability of the Company in order to 

safeguard the current and future employment of its employees. 

CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN REDUNDANCIES ARISE  

Redundancies commonly arise when the Company needs to: 

Close or move all, or part of the business. 

 
● Make cost savings due to a lost account, change in demand or efficiency. 

● Introduce new technology or reorganize the way the business is managed. 

● Or the requirements for employees to carry out work of a particular kind             

and/or in the place where they were employed, has ceased or diminished or             

are expected to cease or diminish. 

CONSULTATION PROCESS 

Collective Consultation 

Current UK legislation states that collective consultation must take place where it            

is proposed to make 20 or more employees redundant in one establishment over             

90 days or less.  

 

In the absence of any recognised independent Trade Union, a process will            

commence, as early as possible, in order to elect employee representatives. Refer            
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to Appendix 1 for more information on the election, roles and rights for employee              

representatives. 

 

Collective consultation must be meaningful and the duration may vary. The           

duration will be at least 30 days before the first dismissal takes effect if 20-99               

employees are to be made redundant at one establishment over a period of 90              

days or less.  

 

The Company is committed to keeping the elected employee representatives          

informed, as fully as possible, throughout the process. It is committed to            

considering any alternative proposals with a view to reaching agreement on ways            

to avoid dismissals or reduce the number of employees to be dismissed.  

 

Disclosure of information 

 

A detailed communication will be prepared outlining the Company’s proposals.          

This will cover:  

 

● the reasons for the proposals 

● the numbers and categories of employees who may be made redundant 

● the departments in which employees may be made redundant 

● the number of temporary agency workers, the parts of the business in 

which they work and the type of work that they perform 

● the proposed method of carrying out the redundancies 

● the time period over which the redundancies may be carried out 

● the proposed selection criteria 

● the proposed method of calculating any redundancy payments 

 

A copy of the HR1 form (Advance Notification of Redundancies) will be provided to              

the elected employee representatives. This is the form used to notify the            
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Redundancy Payments Service (RPS) who act on behalf of the Secretary of State             

for Business, Innovation and Skills and is a legal requirement.  

 

Measures to avoid or to minimise redundancy 

 

Every effort will be made to avoid or minimise the number of possible 

redundancies, for example by: 

.  

● Restricting the recruitment of permanent employees 

● Filling vacancies from among existing suitable employees  

● Redeploying employees to suitable alternative jobs (a statutory four week 

trial period will apply) 

● Reducing the use of temporary / Freelance employees 

● Training and re-training 

● Where appropriate, the Company may consider applications for voluntary 

redundancy but reserves the right, however, to refuse any applications. 

Individual Consultation 

This may begin either after, or during, the collective consultation process (when            

this applies). The period of consultation will be for as long as it continues to be                

meaningful which will normally be for at least two weeks. The number of meetings              

with individuals may vary.  

 

Initial meeting 

 

Where employees are at risk of redundancy, a meeting will be arranged, usually             

with their line manager. At the meeting, the Company’s proposal, the reasons for             

it and the potential impact on the employee’s role will be explained. The employee              

will be invited to consider, and put forward, any steps that they would like to be                

considered which may remove the need for the redundancy or which would reduce             
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the impact of redundancy, such as redeployment into another role. Following the            

meeting the employee will be issued with a letter confirming they are at risk of               

redundancy. 

 

Interim Meeting(s) 

 

Following the initial meeting the employee should continue to be kept informed of             

the situation. Follow up (or ‘interim’) meeting(s) may be held to discuss any             

suitable alternative roles that may be available. Where it is necessary to select             

one or more employees for redundancy from a larger ‘selection pool’ then a             

selection process will be followed. 

 

Final Meeting 

 

If, at the end of the consultation period, no other suitable alternative positions or              

opportunities for the avoidance of redundancy have been identified, the employee           

will receive a letter inviting them to attend a final meeting. The employee will have               

the right to be accompanied by a companion (ie a fellow worker or trade union               

representative).  

 

Notice of dismissal, due to redundancy, will be given at the final meeting and              

followed up in writing. Consultation should then continue throughout the notice           

period if it is agreed that notice will be worked. 

SELECTION  

Where a unique job ceases to exist, the job holder will normally be the redundant               

employee. 

 

In situations where it is not possible to identify a unique role then the Company               

will identify the group (‘pool’) of employees at risk. It will then become necessary              
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to apply selection criteria to the ‘pool’ in order to determine those individuals who              

will be selected for redundancy. 

 

Selection Criteria 

 

The Company is committed to following a fair, consistent, objective and           

non-discriminatory selection procedure.  

 

Selection will typically be based on factors such as: 

 

● The skills, aptitude, qualifications and training relevant to the role 

● Knowledge and experience relevant to the role  

● The standard of work performance  

● The attendance and disciplinary record of the employee 

 

A selection matrix may be used with different weighting allocated to different            

criteria, dependent on the relevance to a particular role. This will be discussed             

during the consultation process.  

 

In a situation where there are alternative roles which are similar, but have             

materially different responsibilities or are in a different location, then the           

company will discuss these opportunities with the affected employees. 

ASSISTANCE WITH JOB SEARCHES  

Employees, under notice of redundancy, will be allowed reasonable time off, with            

pay, subject to prior agreement by their Line Manager, to look for work, arrange for               

training for new employment or to attend interviews.  
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REDUNDANCY PAYMENTS 

Employees with at least two years’ continuous service are eligible for a            

redundancy payment  

 

Employees who leave before their termination date will not receive a redundancy            

payment unless authorised by the Managing Director. 

 

Any accrued, but untaken holiday will be paid with the final pay. All other normal               

contractual payments, which are taxable, will be paid in the normal manner and             

included in the final pay. 

NOTICE 

Redundancy notices will not be issued until collective (if applicable) and           

individual consultation has been completed. 

 

Full notice will be given, in writing, and will commence from the date the employee               

is issued with the redundancy notice. The agreed leaving date and employment            

end date (if this is different) will also be confirmed.  

 

Notice may either be worked (and paid as normal), or the Company may consider              

garden leave or making a payment in lieu of notice for all, or part, of the notice                 

period.  

APPEAL 

Employees have the right to appeal if they believe the selection process, or the              

criteria used to select, was unfair. The appeal must be made, in writing, stating              

the reasons for the appeal within five working days from the date the employee              

receives the redundancy notice. The appeal should be made to the Managing            

Director, who will nominate an appropriate manager to hear the appeal. 
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An appeal hearing will normally be arranged within ten working days of receipt of              

the letter. The outcome of the appeal meeting will be confirmed in writing and this               

decision will be final.  
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APPENDIX 1: EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES – ELECTION 

AND ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Election of employee representatives 

 

The company will: 

 

● Take all steps that are reasonably practical, to ensure the election is fair. 

● Determine the number of representatives to be elected so that there are            

sufficient representatives to represent the interests of all the affected          

employees, having regard to the number and types of those employees. 

● Determine whether the affected employees should be represented either by          

representatives of all the affected employees or by representatives of          

particular classes of those employees (“constituencies”). 

● Determine the term of office as employee representatives so that it is of             

sufficient length to enable relevant information to be given and          

consultations to be completed. 

 

Rules 

● The candidates for election must be from the pool of affected employees on             

the date of election and no-one should be unreasonably excluded from           

standing for election.  

● If there are more candidates who nominate themselves, than places, then a            

secret ballot may be held to elect the representatives. 

● All affected employees on the date of the election are entitled to vote. 

● Those employees may vote for as many candidates as there are           

representatives to be elected. Or if there are representatives for particular           

classes of employees, for as many candidates as there are representatives           

to be elected in the class (“constituency”) to which they belong. 
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● The election will be conducted so as to secure that a) so far as is reasonably                

practical, those voting do so in secret, and 2) the votes given at the election               

are accurately counted. 

 

Role of the employee representative in redundancy consultation 

 

The primary role is to take an active part in the collective consultation meetings              

with the Company by: 

 

● Exploring ways in which redundancies can be avoided or reduced 

● Discussing the proposed method of selecting employees who may be made           

redundant 

● Discussing what support and assistance is provided to affected employees          

and what the elements of the redundancy package should be 

 

To undertake the role, employee representatives will need to: 

● Understand management’s proposals 

● Understand the main legal requirements (but not expected to be an expert) 

● Report back to employees on the proposals and share information 

● Seek employees questions, views and suggestions 

● Discuss, with other representatives, the collective employee response 

● Meet with management and report back the employee response 

● Engage in an open dialogue aimed at problem-solving and reaching          

agreement 

● Report back to employees on the outcome of consultations 

 

Helpful behaviours and attitudes 

● Be known to the affected employees, that you have been elected to            

represent, and encourage their involvement 
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● Be clear how you will communicate and engage with them (meetings, email,            

intranet, open surgeries) 

● Agree time off and use of facilities (rooms, email, intranet, noticeboards) 

● Prepare for, attend and participate in the consultation meetings 

● Listen to, question and clarify management proposals 

● Convey questions and concerns and make suggestions and proposals 

● Report majority views but also reflect minority opinions 

● Respect opinions of others even if you disagree with them 

● Seek to agree acceptable solutions to problems facing employees and the           

Company 

 

Rights of employee representatives 

 

As an employee representative you are entitled to: 

 

● Reasonable time off with pay to perform your duties and receive any            

training 

● Reasonable access to the employees and use of facilities 

● Not to be subjected to dismissal or detriment because of their status 

 

The amount of time and access will vary and is likely to be driven by the                

circumstances at the time. The detail, therefore, will be agreed on a case by case               

basis.  
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